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Utilities are increasingly focused on conservation and
managing energy demand.
Many markets and jurisdictions want to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions, increase
use of renewable energy,
and decrease energy consumption and demand. To
achieve these goals, utilities
need greater influence over
customers’ energy efficiency
– a function of how much
energy they use and when
they use it – through energy
efficiency and demand response programs. SAP®
software for demand side
management will help manage your portfolio of programs – from design and
marketing to enrollment and
payment of incentives –
while providing visibility
across your organization.
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Preface
This statement of direction describes SAP’s vision, strategy, and development
plans for SAP® software designed to support demand side management. This
document also discusses the future role and position of this demand side management software within SAP’s overall solution portfolio by laying out the planned
road map for this offering.
The vision and road map described in this document are those that SAP currently
intends to realize. To react to shifting markets, SAP may postpone, cancel, or
accelerate some of the planned functionalities for any number of reasons or add
and define additional functionalities not listed here at any time.

The Growth of Demand Side
Energy Management Programs
No Longer a Side Business

As worldwide energy consumption
steadily rises, utilities need new ways to
closely monitor and influence demand to
ensure they can provide reliable, affordable energy for their customers. Many
are responding by investing more heavily in demand side management (DSM)
programs, such as energy efficiency
(EE) and demand response (DR) programs. These programs go beyond the
traditional conservation initiatives that
most companies have already implemented. For example, DR programs can
help reduce peak load to protect the
grid, control the need to purchase energy at high-cost times, adjust demand to
energy availability, and reduce emissions. EE programs help utilities reduce
the waste of electricity generated, lower
the cost of energy for consumers, and
also reduce emissions.
Utilities and customers alike can benefit
from DSM programs. For example, utilities can realize safer and more efficient
grid operations and far fewer outages.
Meanwhile, customers can receive
financial incentives when they sign up
and adhere to program rules for reducing demand at agreed-upon times and
locations. In addition, utilities can
achieve efficiency in the energy generation and procurement process. Renewable, less reliable generation sources
like wind and photovoltaic can be balanced better using DR and EE programs. At the same time, price- and
eco-conscious customers can use these
programs to reduce their carbon footprint and gain greater control over their
energy usage and costs.
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Demand side management programs
are also critical to supporting and
enabling environmentally friendly alternative solutions, such as electric cars
and electric heat pumps. These alternatives place sizable new demands for
electricity at certain times of the day –
demands that can best be met with
specific DSM programs and rules.

New Pressures to Expand and
Scale DSM Programs
Demand side management is nothing
new for utilities. Your organization has
likely been offering and operating DSM
programs (often manually and with little
tool support) as a side business for
years. They may range from simple,
rate-based DSM programs to DSM programs that require sophisticated control
of a customer’s equipment (such as air
conditioners) when energy supply is limited. The problem is, these programs
have helped a limited number of custom-
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ers align their energy consumption with
available energy. And they have largely
been managed using spreadsheets,
manual processes, and point solutions
that are not integrated (for example,
systems used to manage customer
information and billing systems). As a
result, they can’t scale efficiently.
But changes are underway around the
world that are driving the need to
expand DSM initiatives. These drivers
include legislative changes that:
• Mandate reduction of greenhouse
gases and increase grid reliability
•	Complicate the extension or construction of generation facilities
• Provide billions of dollars in government funding for smart-grid projects
as well as the deployment and operation of EE and DR programs
• Pay utilities when consumers reduce
energy consumption, a process that
requires utilities to provide auditable
conservation reporting

Demand side management is nothing new for utilities.
Your organization has likely been offering DSM programs (often manually and with little tool support) as a
side business for years. The problem is, these programs have helped a limited number of customers
align their energy consumption with available energy.
And they have largely been managed using spreadsheets, manual processes, and point solutions that are
not integrated. As a result, they can’t scale efficiently.
At the same time, residential, commercial, and industrial customers are
demanding greater control over their
cost of energy. They are actively looking
for ways to control their energy spend,
want innovative pricing options, and are
willing to respond to utility curtailment
programs – especially if the process is
automated and transparent. Many
customers are also seeking ways to
“go green” and reduce their carbon
footprint. They often welcome the
opportunity to participate in maintaining
the supply-demand balance, provided
they are rewarded for that participation.
This reward can come in the form of
cash or product incentives (for example,
free services), as well as education
programs and awareness campaigns.

• Drive down energy consumption
•	React quickly to changing supply
levels by controlling demand
• Better forecast energy use to generate or procure the appropriate amount
of energy – no more or less
•	Run the grid more efficiently, avoid
failures, and reduce outages
• Build and manage a reliable capacity
of interruptible or controllable demand
Well-designed and executed DSM
programs can help utilities like yours
accomplish all of these objectives.

Couple these trends with steadily rising
energy prices and an outdated energy
infrastructure prone to failure, and energy retailers need new and more effective ways to:
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The Need for Integrated,
Enterprise-Class DSM Solutions
Scalable Applications for Balancing Energy Demand and Supply

If your utility has invested (and continues to invest) in smart-grid technology
– for example, by replacing existing
meters with smart meters that use digital technology to save energy, reduce
costs, and increase reliability – you’re
not alone. But your utility can only benefit fully from investments in these
technologies if the software supporting
your DSM programs can:
•	Integrate across processes and with
third-party applications to ensure the
integrity and visibility of planned and
achieved energy management goals
• Scale as customer participation rapidly increases
• Support true, customer-centric operations – for example, by having DSM
visibility in energy sales and service
These three “enterprise-class” software characteristics are essential in
any effective DSM solution used to
manage large numbers of customers
and expected to significantly increase
energy conservation and supplydemand balance.

Essential DSM Solution
Functionality
From SAP’s perspective, enterpriseclass DSM solutions also need to offer
the following minimal features and
functionality:
• Program design tools to develop and
target programs by market segment
• Support for electronic program
enrollment
• Support for program administration,
archival of events, and documents
related to:
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SAP’s plan is to
launch a comprehensive, integrated DSM
solution that includes
support for demand
response marketing
and energy efficiency
management and
meets the requirements of electric, gas,
and water utilities of
all sizes. The design
and build phases are
complete, and testing
is currently underway.
–	Eligibility management (initial and
ongoing)
– Work management
– Service order, site visit, and
inspection management
–	Event scheduling and notifications
• Vendor-neutral, open-protocol device
communications and control
• Measurement and verification
• Timely feedback to utility operators
• Timely feedback to customers via
both Web interfaces and proactive
reports “pushed” to customers via
multiple means
• User-friendly reporting and query
tools to facilitate management and
provide regulatory information
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A Critical Gap in Software for
Utilities
Currently, there are no integrated,
off-the-shelf, enterprise-class DSM
software products that meet these
requirements and support massive
scaling of demand side management
programs. As a result, some utilities
are moving ahead and building their
own DSM systems using in-house IT
staff or outside consultants. Others are
working with software vendors to
develop software application suites to
address the emerging “customer program management” space. At the
same time, several master data management and customer information systems have such functionality in their
product road maps. But in most cases,
while these solutions aggregate data,
they are not well integrated, which limits their ability to deliver measurable
business value. For example, by not
linking to asset management systems,
these solutions prevent managers from
verifying that the proper equipment is in
place to support the execution of a
specific DSM program. They also lack
links to business analytics, customer
relationship management (CRM) systems, financial systems, outage management systems, and more – all of
which are needed to optimize DSM
programs and extend their value across
the organization.

SAP: Developing a Complete,
Integrated DSM Solution
Part of an Integrated Set
of Solutions for Utilities

Well known as a proven provider of
natively integrated software solutions,
SAP is stepping up to address this gap
in the utilities market. SAP’s plan is to
launch a comprehensive, integrated
DSM solution that includes support for
DR marketing and EE management and
meets the requirements of electric,
gas, and water utilities of all sizes. The
design and build phases are complete,
and testing is currently underway.
The SAP solution for DSM (see Figure
1) is expected to be available for the
first time as part of the 2011 release of
SAP Business Suite applications. It will
enable utility organizations to manage
the entire lifecycle of any EE or DR program. The solution will also deliver
extensive CRM functionality to help
utilities market and sell programs to
customers.

Co-Innovating Through a Close
Collaboration with Customers
Since 2008 SAP has worked with over
19 utility customers in the DSM influence council of the Americas’ SAP
Users’ Group (ASUG) and other

Demand side management

Demand response

Dispatchable
– Direct load control
– Interruptible rates
– Wholesale
programs

Energy efficiency

Nondispatchable
– Time of use
– Critical peak price
– Critical peak
rebate
– Real-time pricing

Financial incentives
– Rebates
– Discounts
– Financing

Nonfinancial
incentives
– Technical
assistance
– Education and
training
– Free products

Figure 1: Processes Supported by the SAP® Solution for Demand Side Management

customer groups to develop a powerful, integrated, enterprise-class DSM
solution (see table below). Together,
they have defined and standardized
the business processes and use cases
supported by the SAP solution for
DSM. Utilities such as BC Hydro,
Snohomish County PUD, Sacramento
Municipal Utility District, and Consumers Energy are helping SAP define the
product specification for its DSM offering, as well as assisting in product validation and testing.

The Collaboration Timeline
Initial workshop generated consensus on functional requirements.

October 2008

Utilities prioritized functional requirements,
identified supported
scenarios and business
processes, and defined
terminology for DSM
(including EE and DR).
Early 2009

Utilities defined and
prioritized use cases
across scenarios.

SAP analyzed use cases
and developed high-level
specification of the DSM
solution.

Customers validated
the DSM solution in
development.

Mid-2009

Late 2009 to early 2010

Mid- to late 2010
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Program targeting
(New and existing programs)
• Gather customer information
• Grow program adoption
• Drive approval process
Lead and opportunity management
• Pipeline tracking
• Quotation management
Program creation and revision
• Program goals
• Terms and program eligibility
• Program proposal and approval
• Program simulation (pilot)
• Full-scale implementation
Program decommissioning
• Rate changes
• Device disposition
• Third-party integration
• Customer notification

Monitoring and reporting
• Budgeting
• Forecasting
• Goals dashboard
• Customer feedback on demand
• Program performance analytics
• Program evaluation
• Ongoing analysis (reapportioning)
• One view of the customer
• Various reporting
• Auditing (internal and external)
Program enrollment and delivery
• Eligibility (proof of qualification)
• Execution and enrollment
• Equipment requirements
• Equipment verification
• Fulfillment (loans and rebates)
• Exception handling
Program strategy
• Legislation
• Corporate initiatives

Figure 2: The Demand Side Management Program Lifecycle

The ASUG’s demand side management
influence council defined the following
lifecycle for a DSM program (see Figure
2). This lifecycle is helping to enable a
shared industry understanding of – and
language for talking about – DSM for
utilities and software companies alike.

Expected Benefits
SAP expects its DSM solution to provide utilities with the following benefits:
• A more complete, 360-degree view
of each customer
•	Faster, more significant progress
toward corporate and legislated
environmental goals
•	Comprehensive, detailed program
definitions to help ensure high data
quality for every customer enrollment
•	Integration and reuse of many processes, as well as data that’s already
available for existing SAP customers
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• Timely insight gained through analysis
of specific content using best-in-class
tools

Part of a Broader Set of Integrated
Solutions for Utilities
The SAP solution for DSM will be one
of many SAP solutions designed to support your business process platform for
smart grids (see Figure 3). All of these
solutions will be natively integrated, support industry-standard processes, and
integrate with third-party applications.
SAP expects that this will enable utilities
like yours to:
•	Improve visibility and decision making
•	Reduce total cost of ownership from
an IT perspective by as much as 50%
•	Reduce integration costs by 80% to
90%
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“It’s only been two years since we
first met in October of 2008. But I
can tell you with confidence that
the IBU [industry business unit] for
utilities at SAP has delivered a
great solution that is not only meeting our requirements but has builtin flexibility to accommodate just
about any program. I want to thank
the entire IBU for utilities and the
development staff for a truly wonderful experience.”
Marc Rosson
Head of the DSM Influence Council
Enterprise Architect, Information
Technology Services
Snohomish County PUD

Retail
• Bill on real data, not on estimates
• Offer new products using profile data
• Improve outage management
• Improve handling of bill inquiries
• Manage and market energy efficiency and demand
response programs
• Offer and manage contracts for renewable energy,
e-mobility, energy storage, and more
• Analyze consumption data and sales information for
superior planning
Distribution
• Reduce cost for meter reading
• Reduce cost for customer service
• Improve outage management
• Improve asset efficiency and performance
Transmission
• Improve asset efficiency and performance
• Define resource hours and material requirements
that are representative of job requirements
• Reduce work backlog and increase grid availability
Generation
• Build and run renewable energy plants
• Reduce mean time to recovery to decrease maintenance costs
• Control maintenance spend

GIS

SCADA
Distribution
automation

Enterprise asset
management
En t
erpr

Energy capital
management

CMS
MDUS

DRMS

Customer
financial
management

ise ma
nagement and busin

CRM and
billing

rt
pp o
u
s
e ss

SAP NetWeaver®

CMS – Customer management system
DRMS – Demand response management system
CRM – Customer relationship management
GIS – Geographic information system
MDUS – Meter data unification and synchronization system
SCADA – Supervisory control and data acquisition

Figure 3: Smart-Grid Business Process Platform Enabled by SAP® Software
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Bringing Together DSM
and Advanced Metering
Infrastructure

The Power of an Integrated
Solution from SAP

A DSM solution is just one of many
elements of a smart grid. You also
need distributed load control, energy
information display devices, automated
customer information systems (CIS),
distributed renewable generation, and
an advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI), among other things. Most
utilities start with the installation of
an AMI, which makes available the
consumption behavior data of the customer (in other words, its load profile).
They can then use software, such as
the SAP AMI Integration for Utilities
software, to establish a dedicated network connection between the utility
and each customer. This connection
enables two-way communication
between the utility and the smart meter
installed at each customer’s premises.
While the implementation of an AMI
solution is not a prerequisite for implementing DSM programs, SAP considers AMI as a major enabler for the
operation of many DR programs. For
example, time of use, critical peak
pricing, and air conditioning cycling
programs require detailed data about
the consumption behavior of each customer. Moreover, DR programs can
use smart meters as a communication
gateway to control other devices at a
customer site that have an effect on
the customer’s energy consumption
and demand. Examples include programmable thermostats (PCTs) and
control equipment for cooling units,
water pumps, and other energyconsuming devices.
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Recognizing the importance of AMI,
the SAP solution for DSM will natively
integrate with SAP AMI Integration for
Utilities, as well as with the SAP Customer Relationship Management and
Billing for Utilities package. SAP’s integration of DSM and AMI software will
enable cross-organization visibility and
consistency of all customer, asset, and
energy-related data and business processes. It will also mean that DSM
departments no longer have to function
as separate entities within the utility –
disconnected from customer service,
sales, metering, or marketing. Using
SAP software for DSM, your staff
responsible for designing and running
DSM programs will become an integral
part of your utility’s strategy to fulfill
all legislative requirements for energy
conservation. At the same time, staff
members can better manage energy
procurement while increasing customer
satisfaction and loyalty. This planned
integration will enable:
• DSM program designers to use the
same pool of accurate customer and
infrastructure data to create meaningful EE and DR programs that have a
high success rate in fulfilling the targets set by the utility itself or by
regulators
• Marketing professionals to use the
high-volume analytics and segmentation functionality in SAP software to
identify the right target group for
DSM programs – driving a high rate
of program participation and customer engagement
•	Call center agents to use the DSM
solution to identify when and if a
customer:
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– Participates in EE and DR
programs
–	Conserves a certain amount of
energy and lowers his or her
energy bill
–	Receives monetary incentives or
free or lower-priced services for
participating in these programs
–	Implements measures like energyefficient lighting and insulation
• An agent to use this information to
provide better customer service and
encourage the customer to enroll in
additional programs, products, and
services
• Key account managers to prepare
accurate quotes for energy supply
to their commercial and industrial
customers, as well as position EE
and DR programs as an additional
differentiator against the competition

A 12-Month Forecast

An Overview of Planned
DSM Functionality

The SAP solution for DSM will support
EE and DR programs across their entire
lifecycle – from planning and design to
program marketing, program application, and customer enrollment. Your
staff will be able to monitor the progress of the DSM program portfolio and
compare planned program targets versus achieved levels. The insights
gained will help you proactively design,
operate, and monitor programs in such
a way that your utility consistently
reaches or exceeds intended targets.
The software will also integrate with the
bill-to-cash, customer service, and
sales functionality offered by the SAP
Customer Relationship Management
(SAP CRM) application, delivering a
360-degree view of the customer
throughout a utility. As a result, your
staff will not only be able to manage
the program design, enrollment, and
related financial processes but also
engage closely with customers across
their preferred channels. For example,
this integrated CRM functionality will
enable your staff to segment customers by various criteria, manage campaigns to spur customer interest, and
continuously engage with customers
throughout the program lifecycle to
drive retention and revenue. At the
same time, using lead and opportunity
management functionality, your staff
will be able to track the most important
customers and better support sales
teams.
With the DSM solution from SAP, DSM
departments will also be able to effectively manage a large number of EE and

DR program applications and enrollments per day. The software will provide an efficient work center for business users to process applications
and agreements using work lists and
optimized user interfaces. Several utilities within the ASUG DSM influence
council are designing and testing the
solution with a focus on functional completeness, ease of use, and automation
to minimize manual intervention by the
individual users.

Program Strategy and Design
To achieve expected results, your utility
needs to carefully design DSM programs for specific target groups of
customers set by legislative, regulatory,
and corporate requirements.
The DSM solution from SAP will support your DSM department through the
process of devising a DSM program
strategy and portfolio. Powerful analytical functions available through the SAP
NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
component and SAP BusinessObjects™
solutions will enable people to analyze
their customer base using different criteria, such as region, type of premises,
past program participation, installed
meter (and other equipment), and
energy usage and consumption pattern. They will also be able to collect
this information (and any associated
documents) and leverage it in the subsequent program design process. Your
DSM program design staff can then
use all this information to plan programs with appropriate measures and
targets.

In addition, the SAP solution for DSM
will enable your staff to:
•	Capture all relevant program information in one place
•	Create descriptions of energyefficiency and demand-response
measures
• Use a built-in catalog feature that
allows you to reuse existing EE and
DR measure descriptions to avoid
duplication of work
• Specify program targets and associated key performance indicators
(KPIs) – for example, the planned
amount of energy savings or the
amount of installed equipment (such
as energy-efficient lighting, insulation,
cooling, heating, or other building
components)
•	Establish dates and time frames,
such as the time frame during which
customers can apply or enroll in
programs
• Specify incentives that will be provided to customers once they fulfill
the required program criteria, as well
as the point in time when program
incentives will be paid or delivered
for each program; for example, you
may choose to issue a rebate check
once a customer’s old appliance is
replaced with a certain type of
energy-efficiency appliance

Rules Management
Every effective DSM program requires
a set of business rules that control the
many aspects of the program lifecycle.
Examples include rules regarding program application, enrollment, inspection of premises, payment and delivery
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of incentives, and tracking of the
progress toward targets. Carefully
designed rules can help your utility get
the most from its DSM program
investments.
The SAP solution for DSM will feature
powerful rules management functionality that will allow program planners to
define and centrally maintain rules, as
well as simulate these business rules
before putting them into production.
The software will also automate many
of the complicated checks and calculations involved in DSM programs. This
automation will help ensure ongoing
compliance with program rules and
relieve your DSM staff of the burden of
enforcing these rules manually.

Program Marketing and Sales
In today’s ever-changing energy market, it is crucial for utilities to engage
with customers early on by effectively
marketing and selling DSM programs.
These activities are needed to increase
program awareness, boost participation levels, and improve the quality of
new and existing DSM programs.
Since the SAP solution for DSM will be
integrated with SAP CRM, your staff
members will be able to use CRM functionality to plan, design, and run marketing activities for all DSM programs.
For example, before they organize
focus groups, informational events, and
e-mail or direct mail campaigns, they
will be able to identify which specific
customers will benefit from a particular
program. They can then collect the
required customer information and
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The SAP solution for
DSM is expected to
be available for the
first time as part of the
2011 release of SAP
Business Suite applications. It will enable
utility organizations to
manage the entire lifecycle of any EE or DR
program. The solution
will also deliver extensive customer relationship management functionality to help utilities
market and sell programs to customers.
determine a profile of customers most
likely to achieve the program’s targets.
Armed with this insight, your staff can
design and launch highly tailored marketing activities to entice customers to
apply and enroll in your DSM
programs.

Application and Enrollment
in Programs
The SAP solution for DSM will support
the customer application and enrollment process by providing user-
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friendly, fast access to related functionality. The software will capture applications and enrollments in new types of
business documents called DSM applications and DSM agreements. Your
staff will be able to create a DSM
agreement directly from a customer’s
DSM application. When defining a program in the SAP solution for DSM,
planners will also be able to define
whether applications (as well as on-site
inspections or other activities) are
required prior to enrolling an applicant
in a particular DSM program.
The software will enable your staff to
create program applications and agreements at multiple points of customer
contact – for example, during calls to
DSM specialists or call center agents
and when customers access your selfservice Web site. You will also be able
to use these applications and agreements to capture relevant customer
information, including specifics about
their premises and installed equipment,
plus information required for site
inspections, payment, and delivery of
incentives. The built-in status management functionality will make it easy for
you to track the progress of applications and agreements, as well as
enforce program access restrictions.
The SAP solution for DSM will also
automatically enforce the business
rules set forth for each program at all
times. Business rules can, for example,
be set up to check that a customer is
eligible to participate in a program.
They can also be used to automatically
calculate and verify if a program will
meet expected targets, and determine

the incentives to be paid or delivered to
each customer in a program. You will
also be able to conduct a review of a
customer’s application for a program.
The review could include verifying the
completeness of customer data. To
support the process of visiting customer sites to collect and confirm information, the software will enable you to
create service orders that can be
scheduled and executed by internal
staff or external service providers. At
any time, you can also trigger follow-up
activities, such as approvals, confirmation e-mails, letters, and other types of
correspondence.

update the customer’s energy supply
contract in SAP Customer Relationship
Management and Billing for Utilities to
reflect the change to the new rate (for
example, when the program moves the
customer onto a time-of-use or criticalpeak price rate). However, the DSM
solution will also be able to send a notification to other third-party systems
regarding a customer’s participation
(for example, systems used to issue a
DSM program’s incentive, such as discounts on qualifying new appliance
purchases).

While the DSM application will capture
information needed to review and
approve the customer’s enrollment, the
DSM agreement will capture a customer’s enrollment in the EE or DR program and drive next steps. These steps
include implementing the EE and DR
measures, calculating planned energy
savings and other KPIs, and releasing
incentives for payout or delivery.

With the SAP solution for DSM, you
will be able to manage application
approvals and other program activities
involving your own internal organization
as well as external partners such as
trade allies or service providers. You
will also be able to define your DSM
organizational setup and use this master data to distribute tasks across
employees. The software’s powerful
workflow engine will also leverage this
data to route tasks and drive timely
completion of follow-up activities.

Payment or Delivery of Incentives
The SAP solution for DSM will support
the integration of your financial processes – triggering the payment of
monetary incentives by releasing a
DSM agreement for payment. The software will support one-time and partial
and milestone payments.
Some utilities have programs that offer
customers low-cost services or goods
or a certain rate as an incentive for participating in a DSM program. In this
case, the DSM solution from SAP will

Activities Tracking and Follow-Up

The DSM solution will use an authorization profile to keep information
secure. For example, the software will
only let authorized users make critical
changes to programs, measures, and
incentive payments.

Program Monitoring
Since the SAP solution for DSM will
capture all relevant information regarding your utility’s EE and DR programs,

monitoring program targets and generating reports is easy. You will be able to
report on the program targets your
department achieves, such as:
• The number and amount of paid versus planned incentive payments
(such as rebate checks or bill credits)
• The number of customers who have
been targeted, have applied, or have
enrolled
• The amount of energy saved (in kilowatt hours, megawatt hours, or average megawatts) by portfolio, program, measure, and date range
You will also be able to report on these
KPIs by a multitude of aspects like
portfolio, program, measure, date
range, market sector (such as residential, commercial, or low income), and
more.
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A 36-Month Forecast
Looking to the Future

SAP plans to enhance its DSM solution
with functionality for better managing
DR events, such as a critical peak on a
hot summer day on the North American
east coast, using “dispatchable” DR
programs. Leveraging this future functionality, you will be able to define, plan,
communicate, and evaluate all DR
events. You will also be able to identify
specific customer devices that can be
powered down or turned up or down to
help manage demand more effectively.
To this end, SAP is continuing to work
with customers to understand event
management use cases and
requirements.

Find Out More
SAP is developing its DSM solution in
close collaboration with utility customers, helping to ensure that this new
offering will meet and even exceed
expectations in terms of functionality,
usability, integration, and strategic value. Equally important, the SAP solution
for DSM will fill a critical gap in the
smart-grid infrastructure by enabling
utilities to proactively manage their
portfolio of programs while providing
visibility across the organization.
One thing is certain. There is more to
come in today’s dynamic energy market: more changes, new regulations
and customer demands, and everevolving regulatory mandates. With its
comprehensive, integrated solution
strategy that will help energy retailers
realize the benefits of the smart grid,
SAP is well positioned to be the solution provider of choice for today’s
forward-looking utilities.
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To find out more about how the SAP
solution for DSM can help your organization achieve its smart-grid vision,
call your SAP representative today or
visit us on the Web at www.sap.com
/industries/utilities/index.epx.
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Quick facts

www.sap.com /contactsap

Summary
The SAP® solution for demand side management (DSM) will help you manage your portfolio
of programs – from design and marketing to customer enrollment and payment of incentives
– while providing visibility across your organization.
Business Challenges
• Drive down energy consumption
•	React quickly to changing supply levels
• Better forecast energy use and generate or procure the right amount of energy
•	Run the grid more efficiently, avoid failures, and reduce outages
• Build and manage reliable, controllable demand
Key Features
• Rules management – Define and centrally manage program rules, simulate rules, and
automate checks and calculations to enforce compliance
• Program marketing and sales – Leverage integrated customer relationship management
functionality to plan, design, and run DSM marketing activities
• Customer application and enrollment management – Create DSM applications and
enrollment forms and use them to capture customer information; trigger next steps, such
as approvals and site visits
• Payment and delivery of incentives – Integrate with finance software and trigger
payment of monetary incentives, changes to customer contracts, and third-party
notifications
• Activities tracking and follow-up – Manage and track all activities related to DSM
programs, both within and outside your organization
• Program monitoring – Report on achievements toward program targets and key
performance indicators
Business Benefits
• Increase visibility and insight with a more complete, 360-degree view of each customer
and analysis of specific content using best-in-class tools
• Facilitate compliance by making faster, more significant progress toward corporate and
legislated environmental goals
• Optimize data quality via comprehensive, detailed program definitions for every
customer enrollment
• Increase efficiency and lower costs by leveraging integration and reuse of many
processes, as well as data that’s already available for existing SAP customers
For More Information
Contact your SAP sales representative, or visit us online at
www.sap.com/industries/utilities/index.epx.
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